Internship – Web Developer (M/F)

Are you looking for a hands-on learning experience in which you will be able to build specialist skills and expertise as a Web Developer?

With us, you won’t be making coffee or copies, unless it’s for yourself!

As a FINOLOGEE intern, you will join a young and dynamic team of skilled and specialized professionals (Product Managers, Designers, Frontend/Backend Developers) who will train and coach you to fully develop your potential.

You will use the latest software and leading-edge development tools to build the most innovative products in the Luxembourg FinTech sector.

You will work in a happy atmosphere where team spirit and a good sense of humour are key ingredients.
With us you will

• Analyse client needs and **transform their requirements** into system design
• Actively participate in building the **architecture of our applications**, ensuring a secure, resilient, well-performing and scalable design
• Be creative - work closely with Backend Developers to **develop new features and improve** existing ones
• **Run tests, push code, get it approved and deployed in production** - all our applications run in a public cloud environment (AWS, Azure...) and are deployed as Docker containers using continuous delivery pipelines in a Kubernetes cluster.

What we expect from you

• **Advanced studies** in web development, software engineering or any related field of study
• A **pro-active** mind-set with a positive, “**can-do**” attitude
• Be comfortable with taking on **responsibility and ownership** of your tasks
• A strong **curiosity** for innovation and eagerness to work in a **fast-paced start-up culture**
• Be a **nice co-worker**, be collaborative and reliable
• Fluent **English** and/or **French**.

In return you will get

• An **empowering internship** experience and a **fair compensation**
• The opportunity to be part of our experienced and **close-knit team** and to work directly with the **company founders**
• A nice place to work: **spacious and modern offices** located close to Luxembourg-City
• **Transport allowance** or free parking
FINOLOGEE – About us...

FINOLOGEE specialises in creating new experiences for the financial industry. We build truly digital platforms and products, such as our fully digital platform that enables financial industry players to quickly onboard new customers and our access-to-account gateway providing banks with a ready-to-use and secure product to enable triggering of payments and data retrieval from their customers’ accounts. For that purpose, the founders of FINOLOGEE created Digicash the Luxembourg banks’ mobile payment product, and Mpulse that handles SMS routing and payments with telcos, over the last years. FINOLOGEE is their latest venture, its goal is to create new digital B2B2C platforms and ecosystems for the financial industry. We are both a start-up at heart, with all the forceful ingredients of a fast-paced product building environment, and we will be operating as a financial services professional, regulated and supervised. This is what makes us unique, this is where, why and how we create digital excellence.

Our skilled and experienced team use the latest IT tools to develop cutting-edge digital platforms, following the Agile methodology.
We work with:
Java Enterprise, JBoss, Wildfly, JPA, REST, Single-Sign-On, Business Process Management, Docker, OpenShift...

Sounds interesting? Send us your application!
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